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CHAPTER I 
ll~TIDDUCTION 
Individuals may become ill from disturbed human relations 
as 'l'lell as from organic sources. This disturbance can also, then, 
be a factor in inhibiting a readjustment in '· the community after a 
period of hospitalization. Therefore, a study of the social factors 
contributing to a return of the patients to the hospital prior to the 
end of their trial visit period should be of concern and interest to 
all those engaged in the task of rehabilitating the mentally ill. 
Hould it not be possible to assist the patient to readjust to family 
and community living if more consideration and thought were given to 
the social factors that center around such facets of his life as i'rork, 
recreation, personal relationships and religion? The social worker 
here encounters a challenge and one in which the psychiatric social 
'l'lorker can play an important role. 
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Purpose 
Often patients are allm-red trial visits vrith little preparation 
of what returning to community living >rill entail. This is true also 
of the families. Hany patients return to the hospital from their 
trial visits before the time has expired because they wish to or be-
cause the family has insisted. ~fuat factors have a bearing in these 
cases? Whether it is fear, rejection, inability to rehabilitate or 
lack of proper care and guidance , the result appears to be a basic 
and general unreadiness for trial visit. 
The purpose of this study, then, is to obtain a greater compre-
hension and knowledge of the social factors which contribute to the 
inability of the patient to remain successfully in the community and 
vrith his family. 
It is hoped that methods may be suggested to modify or alleviate 
the social situations which help bring the patients back to the 
hospital. To accomplish this, several general areas were indicated 
for study. 
1. One of these areas was the behavior of the patient during 
the trial visit. This behavior included the patient's attitude 
toward family members as well as other social relationships; his 
attitude toward the hospital; the onset of illness; and the work 
history. The condition of the patient on release and the reason for 
the trial visit were also considered. 
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2. Another area was the attitude the family had toward the 
patient, his illness, his future return to the home and their attitude 
tmvard the hospital. Consideration was given too, to the financial 
conditions of the home to determine if the illness and incapacity of 
the patient affected the standard of living. 
3. Upon consideration of the information gathered in conducting 
this study, the \vriter attempted to explore the ways social service 
could be of assistance in the rehabilitation of the mentally ill. 
Scope and Hethod 
This study is based primarily on interviews with family members 
with whom patients from the Rhode Island State Hospital for Nental 
Diseases spent their trial visits and on factual material in the 
patients' records. The names of patients l'ri.th the diagnosis of 
schizophrenia, who returned from trial visits during this period were 
obtained from the hospital census sheet, and the first ten patients 
fulfilling the following requirements I'Tere taken: age, twenty to sixty; 
average intelligence; and having lived during the trial visit with 
their families (either parents, siblings, spouse or children) for a 
period of at least one month. 
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To obtain data for the study, interviev;s >vere held 1-r.i..th the 
family members or spouses. Intervievvs >vere held within a month 
follmving the return of the patients. The case records 1-rere also used 
for factual data. The results of the intervie>-rs mirror the family 
reaction and vim-Jpoint. A great deal of emphasis >•ras placed upon "mat 
the families saw as instrumental factors affecting the patients' 
inability to live outside the hospital. A copy of the schedule used 
in the compilation of the case record material ~11 be found in 
Appendix A and the Intervie>-r Guide in Appendix B. 
After the ten cases were summarized, they lvere analyzed as a 
group to determine the common factors which could be thought to have 
a bearing on the patient's trial visit behavior. This analysis >vas 
based on the three general areas mentioned previously . 
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Participation of the Informant in the Intervie1v 
In each case a letter for a Social Service appointment >vas sent 
to the parent, sibling , spouse or offspring ,,rith 1-it10m the patient had 
lived during the trial visit. This letter contained only the request 
to keep a specified appointment to discuss >vith the >-Triter Ufurther 
aspects" of the patient's illness. A copy of this letter 1dll be 
found in the appendix. Appointments were made on visiting days at the 
hospital to avoid added burden to the families. These letters lvere 
sent one ''reek prior to the appointment time and contained t:he name of 
the social worker and telephone number at vmich she could be reached. 
With no exception, these appointments were kept. Seven of the 
ten informants contacted telephoned to confirrn receipt of the letter 
and to assure the writer that the appointment I·TOuld be most grate-
fully accepted. Five of the informants were early by at least one 
half hour for the appointment. In each instance fear of being for-
gotten, overlooked or late for the appointed time lvas given as the 
reason for early arrival. ~vo of the informants called offering to 
come to the hospital on an earlier date if this would benefit the 
patient. 
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To each informant it i-ras explained that the purpose of the 
intervie1v was to give the hospital staff a more complete picture of 
the patient's attitudes, behavior and relationships during the trial 
visit; to better understand the family situation; and whenever possible 
to prepare against a repitition of the situations that necessitated 
the patient's early return. It was further explained that this study 
vras not a usual hospital function, but a special project being con-
ducted by the 1Vriter under hospital auspices in specific cases. To 
alleviate any undue anxiety it was also explained that these cases 
were selected on a calendar basis. 
The informants accepted these explanations and responded with 
what appeared to be the best of their ability in relating the home 
and family habits and situation prior to, during and following the 
patient's trial visit. Each informant showed anxiety and eagerness 
about the patient. Each was vitally interested in imparting his 
personal experiences with and theories about the patient. The 1-rriter 
felt that the informants gave their full cooperation in the interview 
situation. 
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Equally important to the inforwBnts, vrith the exception of one 
vrho had been a patient of this hospital a short time ago and ,,ras 
obviously still somm,ffiat unstable, vras the help they sought for them-
selves from this intervie>-r . For several of the informants, the 
intervie1,rer 1'fas regarded as a person to dispense advice and instructions. 
They 1vanted to know h01'f to treat the patient and hmv to conduct them-
selves in the situation. For other informants, the interview vras 
primarily a release of tension and guilt and an instrument to gain 
information regarding their own behavior in relation to the patient. 
It was most difficult to ke ep these interviews on an inquiring basis. 
This was the first occasion, structured for this purpose , that the 
informants had had to express themselves; to be seen as individuals 
rn·· their mm right as well as in their connection to the patient. It 
vras obvious that each informant grasped this opportunity to its fullest 
potential. · Their need to be essential and useful to the patient was 
outstanding as well as was their need for understanding and feeling 
accepted . 
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Limitations 
This study has been exploratory and descriptive in nature. A 
small number of cases was t~~en and this further limited the study . 
Therefore, it was not possible to make generalisations but rather 
raise questions and i deas for further study . Because of the scanti-
ness of the case records only limited factual data about the patients ' 
backgrounds were available. Data from the interviews were also 
limited because there 1r.ras but one intervimr.r for each patient and 
because t he intervie>vs "rer e r etrospective. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HOSPITAL AND TRIAL VISIT 
The Rhode Island State Hospital for Mental Diseases is a state 
institution located at Howard, Rhode Island, about seven miles south 
west of Providence. The hospital provides care for the mentally ill 
residents of the state without regard to their financial means. The 
various services provided by the hospital include the follm'ling: 
the intensive psychiatric treatment service and the continued treat-
ment service, the medical, surgical and sanatorium service for those 
acutely ill and for those >vith lung disease, the geriatric service for 
patients 1mo are elderly and infirm. There is no service exclusively 
for children. There is also the alcoholic program for treatment of 
patients under the care of the State Division of Alc,oholism. The pof'-
ulation of the hospital is approximately thirty-four hundred. The staff 
includes · physicians and psychiatrists, nurses, attendents, psycholo-
gists, occupational therapists and social workers. 
A person in need of psychiatric treatment may admit himself to 
the hospital on a voluntary commitment. A relative or friend may make 
application for his admission by filing forms signed by two licenced 
physicians with the Department of Social vvelfare. A complaint may be 
filed 1ri th any justice or clerk of a District Court for a court commit-
' 
ment. There is no specific time period to these types of commitments. 
A patient may also be admitted under a Defective Delinquent 
Commitment for a period of thirty days observation when he is sus-
pected of being mentally defective and habitually delinquent. He is 
given a medical and a psychiatric evaluation, including mental tests, 
and a report is sent to the referring court for further disposition. 
Patients are allowed eve~J privilege which is consistent with 
their own safety and that of the other patients. Eve~J patient ; is 
encouraged to occupy himself in some >vork activity except those 1vho 
have some physical illness. There are 1<VOrk assignments, made accord-
ing to the patient's choice if possible or along the lines of his 
ability. ~·Jhen a patient gains ground privileges and is work!Lng' he . is 
placed on "i'That is termed the "small payroll" . This means he obtains 
remuneration for his labors. Occupational therapy is available for 
all patients >vho wish to use it and they are encouraged to do so. 
Those who can, buy their materials and are able to sell the finished 
product for their own gain. Recreation is provided for all patients 
along the lines appropriate for each group. 
l;Jhen a patient leaves the hospital, he may be discharged directly 
into the community if he is 1oTell enough. If it is felt that he is not 
ready for this, he may leave on a Trial Visit to a relative or friend 
for a period of six months after which his case vdll be re-evaluated. 
These periods can be prolonged to and beyond a year period if there 
is some question of the patient's adjustment. If the patient appears 
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to have made an adequate adjustment after the year's time, he may 
be discharged. 
If there is no relative or friend to assume the responsibility 
and the patient: cannot be fully discharged but is ready for community 
placement, he may be returned to the community under the Family Care 
program. This program provides approved boarding homes for patients 
from the hospital and his adjustment 1rill then be supervised by the 
Social Service Staff and follm,r the same general routine as Trial Visit 
re-evaluation. 
Trial Visit Procedure: Patients after observation and referral 
by their mm doctors are presented at Service Clinic for consideration 
for Trial Visit. In this Clinic either the assistant superintendent 
or the clinical director reviews the case and intervie\vs the patient. 
The decision is given the patient's physician 1~0 interviews the 
relatives if the patient is to be allowed the Trial Visit. The respon-
sible relative must sign Trial Visit papers which are 1ritnessed by 
the physician. These patients are those on regular commitment. 
The patients ~o are on voluntary commitment may leave the 
hospital at their mm discretion after giving the hospital a three 
day notice. Patients on observation onthe decision of a court 
may not go out on Trial Visit. 
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Trial Visits are for a period of six months. At the end of this 
time re-evaluation by a hospital physician is necessary before a 
renewal of Trial Visit for another six months is given. After one 
year's successful Trial Visit is completed the patient may then be 
considered for discharge. Trial Visit status can be continued in-
definitely. Patients may call their doctors if they wish to see them 
during the time they are on Trial Visit. Appointments are made 
individually, at the hospital. Physicians can designate patients to 
return to out patient clinic every two 1'ieeks if it seems advisable. 
This is follov-red through at patient's discretion. There is no follmv-up 
if a patient does not return to the out patient clinic. 
Return from Trial Visit: Patients · returned from Trial Visit 
during day or night time are taken to the administration building. 
The physician on duty for the service from which patient left (e.g . 
continued service wards, intensive psychiatric service) is notified 
of the arrival. The patient and those >'lith him are interviewed by 
the doctor before the patient is admitted to a ward. The physician 
should then irrtervie1v the patient on the >vard and he will then be 
examined physically. The receiving physician decides on >mich 
service the patient should be placed and, unless circumstances make 
it impossible, the patient should remain on this ward for several 
12 
days observation before being transferred to another. Since Trial 
Visit does not entail discharge from the books of the hospital, another 
legal commitment is not necessary before he can return. 
A "return from Trial Visit" note is written by the receiving 
physician and copied as a progress note into the record. If a request 
for additional or interval history is made by the physician this is 
fo:nvarded to the Social Service Department. 
If the patient has been in the connnunity for more than one 
month he should be sent to the medical building for }anography, 
i dentification photograph and dental check-up. If the patient has 
been in the community for two weeks, the mental and physical exam-
inations should be repeated and indicated laboratory work ordered. 
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CHAPTER III 
.SOCIAL SERVICE PARTICIPATION ~ITTH HENTAL PATIENTS 
Trial visit implies the opportunity given to the patient from· 
a mental hospital to reinstate himself in his family's eyes and 
those of the community as a person no longer suffering from an incapac-
itating mental and emotional problem. If the patient is successful 
in accomplishing this; if the family and the cowmunity understand 
and accept him and help him to understand and accept himself, his 
period of illness may become a minor facet of his life. If, on the 
other hand, these positive situations do not occur, the patient is 
more likely to be doomed to continual relapse. It is important to 
note that the cultum:r attitude which still viel'lS mental illness 1vith 
i gnorance, superstition, prejudice and fear includes the attitude of 
the patient. As a product of this society, the patient shares these 
same attitudes. He may realistically see his tragedy as a separation 
from his entire world, and in its totality, a burden greater than he 
can bear. The community, i ncluding the family, regard the patient 
from the mental hospital as some1.mat of an outcast. A stigma has 
been placed upori him. He is set apart as different. He is looked upon 
1fith suspici ~n. The obstacles in his path to recove~ are sometimes 
insurmountable. The family of the patient faces much the same 
ll,. 
situation. Theirs may be a more detached attitude, but nonethe-
less a difficult· situation. 
Return to the community is indeed a threatening 
experience for the recovering mental patient. 
He may approach it ~nth all the insecurity of a 
person recovering from an illness, or he may 
prefer to regard himself as never having been 
sick, but in either event he is fearful of the 
rejecting attitudes of society and the over-
protection that the hospital seems to afford 
him. 
The role of the relatives frequently proves a 
vital factor in the patient's adjustment on 
trial visit. This is particularly true in 
situations in which the patient feels needed 
and has a rea1. place in the home. There are 
many instances whe'r.e the relatives are no longer 
interested in the patient, or in which the patient 
has been hospitalized for so many years that they 
of necessity have had to plan their lives without 
him. In good faith they have kept unpleasant facts 
from him and as a consequence their relationship 
has grovm progressively unreal. 1. 
Eental illness can not be regarded as a separate entity 
in a person, but rather as a part of a particular individual. 
vf e should look not at the illness but at the patient with an 
illness. Therefore, there must be a consideration of the entire 
life pattern and situation of that patient. 
1. Henrietta B. DeHitt, "Hospitalization and the Eental Patient; 
lfuat Hospitalization Heans to the l:•lental Patient, The Commun-
ity and the Hospital Social Harker", Symposium, E:ental Hygiene, 
31:274-5, April , 1947. 
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In doing this, we restore him to his identity with himself, his 
family and his comrrnmity. In doing this, 1,.;e face again the social . 
problems that have led to his illness and the social problems that 
the illness itself entails. 
Hental illness creates social difficulties 
for the patient and those near to him, and 
social difficulties often create or at least 
enhance emotional difficulties. This means 
that the social worker must give attention 
to the social aspects of a patient's life 
if treatment is to be useful. 2. 
In accepting the fact that return to family and community is 
a most difficult task for the patient from the mental hospital, I<Te 
must also accept the fact that patient and family need preparation 
and help for this return. The \<Triter acknowledges the need for 
community educat ion of mental illness, but this is a phase not specif-
ically dealt 1d th in this study. 
irJhile the patient is in the hospital, the social 1-rorker may 
form such contact with him as will increase his comfort, establish 
his rights as an individual and help him begin to restore his 
relationships. Another major role the vrorker may play is in relation 
to the family. Here the worker may help the family better understand 
and accept the mental illness.and the patient. 
2. Ruth Gartland, "The Psychiatric Social ~vorker in a Hental Hospital, 
T,·Jhat Hospitalization Heans to the l\iental Patient, The Community, and 
The Hospital Social Worker" , Symposium, Merital Hygd.ene, 31:287, 
April , 1947. 
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A ve~J important role is to enlist the active participation 
and interest of the family members during the patient's hospitali-
zation and the continuation of these in pl~nning for the return of 
the patient to the community. The attitude of the patient and the 
family toward the hospital and the course of treatment is also ve~ 
important. It is a natural reaction to question and perhaps fear 
the unlmovm . Hore productive use of the hospital facilities 1vill 
follmv the understanding and acceptance of their functions. 
Preparation for the patient to return home may be handled in 
much the same manner . The patient and the family need help in re-
adjusting to the change of environment and routine back to the home 
and co~munity as much as they needed it in adjusting to the hospital. 
I'Jot only the patient but the family as vrell must be ready for the 
return. ~"lith both patient and family the social .-ro rker may explore 
and consider the possible and probable situations that 1vill exist 
for them outside the hospital. The \ITor ker may discuss in detail 
the .-rays in >vhich the family vJill be able to help the patient. 
A study, recently made in New York State, points out the val ue 
of paying adequate attention to the social service aspects of mental 
illness and its treatment. The following is an excerpt from that 
study. 
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This project involved study of 207 dementia 
praecox patients who had received intensive 
psychiatric social service both during their 
stay in the hospital and after release; where-
as a carefully matched controlled group of 207 
patients received only the regular state hos-
pital social supervision (an amount which 
greatly exceeds that available i n a number of 
state hospitals). One of the social worker's 
most frequent tasks in working with the former 
group was to make clear to the family the nature 
of mental illness, to aid them in eliminating 
feelings of disgrace, guilt, and self accusation, 
and thus to prepare in advance a more favorable 
atmosphere for the return of the patient. VJith 
the release of family tension thus acheived, the 
fuller recovery of patients 1vas expedited. 
Hore than 70% of the patients receiving such 
psychiatric social service did at least as v.rell 
in the outside 1-rorld after their illness as they 
had done before, as against 51.~% in the control 
group . Relapse and return to the hospital occurr-
ed in only half as many patients in the group 
served as in the control group and the patients 
who had psychiatric social service spent less 
time in the hospital 1-rhen they di d return. 3. 
3. Thomas A. c. Rennie, H. D. and Luther L. i'[oodvrard, Ph. D., 
}{ental Health In Hodern Society, P• 349. 
= 
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CHAPTER DT 
THE PATIENTS AND THE I R ILLNESS 
As previously stated , t he ten cases chosen for this study 
are ones falling within the qualifications of: diagnosis of schizo-
phrenia; age range of twenty to sixty; average intelligence; and 
those having lived during the trial visit 1-rith their families (parents, 
siblings, spouse, offspring). Special emphasis is given to family 
and patient attitudes and expectations as 1·rell as to other social 
factors v·rhich might have contributed to the patient's inability to 
remain in his home and community . 
The ;,vriter aclmov-rledges that to try to determine the extent 
that the interplay of social factors prevents adjustment, it is 
necessaYy to take into consideration the particular type of mental 
disorder that each individual had in order to give proper recognition 
to the limitations that the disease has placed on the chances of 
ad justment. Only the present hospitalization and last trial visit 
vrere considered in this study . I n Table I the three patients 1-rith 
the diagnosis of Schizophrenia, Catatonic Type had a combined 
hospitalization of ten years. The Paranoid patients , also three, 
had a combined hospitalization of eleven years, four months. The 
one Hebrephrenic patient vras hospitalized for three years, three 
months and the three Chronic Undifferenti ated patients had a 
19 
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combi ned hospitali zation of one :Tear and ten months. 
TABLE I 
DIAGNOSIS AND LENGTH OF PP.ESENT. HOSP I TALIZATION 
Chronic 
Catatonic Hebephrenic Paranoid Undifferentiated 
under 
2 yrs . 1 3 
2 to 1 
3 yrs. 2 
4 to 1 
5 yrs. 
6 to 1 
7 yrs. 1 
Total 3 1 3 3 
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As seen in Table II, three patients remained out of the 
hospital for less than ti-ro months; t>vo for more than one year 
but less than ti-ro years. 
TABLE II 
DIAGNOSIS AND LENGTH OF TRIAL VISIT 
Chronic 
Catatonic Hebephrenic Paranoid Undifferentiated 
under 
2 mos. 1 1 1 
2 to 
3 mOS• 1 1 2 
L, to 
5 mos. 1 
over 
1 yr. 1 1 
- - -
Total 3 1 3 3 
The hvo patients viho remained out of the hospital for more 
than a year 1vere described, by the informants, as being "periodi-
cally disturbed" but they appeared to place conscious restraint 
upon their actions and speech. The families of these patients 
postponed the return until they could no longer accept the behavior 
of the patients. The Paranoid patient openly expressed her fear of 
return to the hospital and so the family agreed to her request to 
remain at home. The Catatonic patient, after many days of complete 
withdral,ral from the family, asked to be taken back to the hospital. 
These ten patients had trial visits in the home of either 
blood or marital relationship. One male and one female patient lived 
w·ith a marriage partner; the other eight lived vr.i.th parent, sibling 
or offspring . 
TABLE III 
F.ANILY OF THE TRIAL VISIT 
Family Relationship Hale Female 
Spouse l l 
Parent 4 l 
Sibling l l 
Offspring l 
Total 6 
Of the six male patients five were single and one married. 
Of the four female patients one \'laS single, one a 1-•ridow, one 
married and one divorced. 
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TABLE I V 
1.fA....B.ITAL STATUS AND SEX: 
- ~arit al Status Hale Female 
Single 5 1 
I-:arried 1 1 
i·fi dowed 1 
Divorced 1 
Total 6 4 
Among the ten cases there 11ere six men whose ages ranged from 
twenty-six to fifty-one. There were four women, ages hmnty- four t o 
fifty-six. The one married male patient ;v-as the tlventy-six year old . 
He had his trial visit >vith his vr.ife and hro children. One unmarried 
man, a ge fifty-one , had his trial visit with his sister. The one 
di vorced female patient lived lvith her sister . The l•ridmv lived 1vith 
her daughter; the married >·mman >vith her husband . 
Of the s ix single patients one , a female, was ti<renty-four; one 
male patient was tvrenty-six, one thrity , one thirty- t wo and the 
remaining tuo male patients 1..rere f orty-five and fifty- one . The single 
patients , then, ranged in age from twenty-four to fifty-one. 
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There >vere three female patients in mi ddle age, all having been 
married . 
Age 
20-29 
30-39 
Lt-0-49 
50-59 
Total 
TABLE V 
AGE AND SEX 
Hale 
1 
3 
1 
1 
6 
Female 
1 
2 
1 
-
4 
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The follmving master table brings t ogether the foregoing data 
t o facil itate designation of cases in the discussion in later chapters. 
TABLE VI 
DIAGNOSIS , HO SPITALIZATION AND TRIAL VISIT 
Case No. of Length of Length of Home 
No. Diagnosis Hasp. Present Hasp . Last T. V. of T.V . 
l Paranoid l l y r. 4 mos. l mo. Vlife , 2 chn. 
2 Catatonic l 6 yrs. 5 mos. Parents 
3 Hebephrenic 5 3 y rs. 3 mos. l mo. Hot her 
4 Paranoid l 4 y rs. 2 mos. Sister 
5 Chronic 2 3 mos. l mo. Sister 
Undiff. 
6 Catatonic l 2 y rs. l yr . 2 mos. Father 
7 Catatonic l 2 yrs. 2 mos. 2 >vks. Parents 
8 Paranoid l 6 yrs. l yr. 8 mos. Hus band , 3 chn. 
9 Chronic l 1 yr . 2 mos. Not her 
Undiff . 
10 Chronic 2 7 mos. 3 mos. Daughter 
Undiff. 
Nationality, religion, education and occupation >vere included 
in the schedule as the 1iiTi ter thought these might be of significance . 
It vvas felt there might be a relati onship bebveen education and 
occupation. However, eight of t he ten patients ~·re re unemployed for 
long periods. \mat occupations they might have had 1vere unlmmm to 
the 1vriter. It was also felt that nationality and cultural mores 
might play an important role in the attitudes of the families. This 
was not supported in this study with the possible exception of case 
number nine, that of an Italian family 1'ihere the mother tolerated 
for a very long period the disturbed behavior of her husband and 
daughter. It did not appear that religion had an important role in 
any of these cases. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE TRIAL VISIT EXPERIENCE 
The ten cases for this study fall within a category termed 
ttPsychoses i1ithout Knmm Organic Etiologytt . Disorders of this type 
are characterized by varying degrees of personality disli1tegration 
and a failure on the part of the individual to evaluate correctly 
the external reality in various spheres. This is conrnonly lmmm. as 
schizophrenia or schizophrenic disorders. 
Persons suffering from a schizophrenic disorder display a 
marked tendency to retreat from reality. Emotional disharmony, 
unpredictable disturbances in stream of thought, and a tendency tq 
deteriorate are functions of the ego in its retreat from reality . 
It is beleived that environmental factors are extremely important 
in the developemnt of personality features that later appear as 
schizophrenic disorganization. 
To understand the etiology of a schizophrenic 
disorder in a given person and to formulate a 
diagnosis in psychobiological, dynamic terms it 
is first necessary to knovr his particular life 
history as fully as possible. One >·Till therefore 
seek to formulate the clinical picture of the 
schizophrenic in terms of the familiar problems 
and forces of human life rather than those of an 
impersonal disease. Only through a careful analysis 
of the personality and its evolution, of an equally 
detailed study of the concatenated life events and 
subjective experiences of the individual are the 
causes of the psychosis to be found, its manifes-
tations understood and its psychological connections 
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discovered and formulated. Among these factors 
are early conditioning experiences, intrapsychic 
conflicts, insistent but consciously rejected 
derunnds of various instinctive drives and urges, 
feelings of guilt or of insecurity, as 1vell as 
various other long standing, troublesome problems 
and frustrated purposes. 1. 
As shmm. in Table III, eight of the ten patients studied lived 
during the trial visit in the homes of their parents, siblings, or 
children. 'rlith the above quotation in mind, i'rould it not be reasonable 
to assume that these patients returned to ru1 environment previously and 
most likely still fraught 1r.rith disquieting emotional factors for them? 
This might also apply to the marital homes as v-rell. Considering the 
assumption valid, the \·rriter has approached this study 1r.rith three areas 
of concentration in mind: the attitudes of the patient , the attitudes 
of the famil y and the assistance and guidance offered to the patients 
and families through social service. 
In all of the cases studied, the patients' fru11ilies requested a 
trial visit period. Each patient l,vas evaluated on his past and present 
performance and adjustment by the hospital staff before being granted 
a trial visit. The se were decisions made on an individual basis and 
carried vlith them the acknowledgement that each patient had not fully 
recovered , but had reached a period \.Jhere trial visit could be approved. 
The reason for the return of the patients before the end of the trial 
visit period was the recurrence of symptoms and difficUlties which in-
itiated hospitalization. Five of the patients shmved from the 
beginning of the visit the identical 
1. · Arthur· p .• . Noyes, I,:;: . D., 
P• 357. 
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behavior of the seclusiveness, suspiciousness and hostility that 
had been so evident on admission. The families of these five patients 
described the behavior as "disobedient", "argwnentative", "shy" and 
"day - dreaming" . These patients r~mained on trial visit not more than 
eight 1-reeks. None of these patients 1vere interested in obtaining 
work. They preferred to remain in the house, in one room if allowed, 
and sought no personal contacts other than the family. These 1vere 
cases numbered one, three , four, .five and nine. Three patients, 
numbers tvm , s even and ten, who remained on trial visit from t >-ro to 
five months, shmved a fair level of ad justment for the first six: to · 
eight vJ"eeks. Their behavior v-ras at first characterized by a sense 
of release and freedom. The families felt the patien,ts 1.vere signifi-
cantly L~proved and the illness over. The change in behavior was 
reported as rather sudden. The patients reverted to the disorganized, 
erratic and unrealistic behavior shown prior to admission. A large 
component in the behavior of these patients I•Tas hostility directed 
a gainst family members. In one case it took the form of loud and 
abusive language and actions committed in public and known to be 
offensive to the family . 
In the other bm cases property valued by the family was 
destroy ed by the patients. The remaining t>vo patients, numbers six 
3.nd eight , >vho remained on trial visit for one year and tl'fo months 
and one year and eight months respectively, shmved improved behavior 
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For approximately the first three months. The frunilies reported 
t hat t heir level of acceptabl e perforw~nce declined gradually and 
for each the last six to eight months vras a repetition of the 
behavior prior to hospital aili~ission . Both these patients showed 
interest and initiative on first returning home. One ~ttempted to 
find a job; the other sho-..red renevred interest and vigor in home 
management. Tm·rard the end of the trial visit these patients had 
become acut ely suspicious of their families, desired complete 
seclusion and were antagonistic to family members. 
Seven of the patients were returned to the hospital by 
someone other than a member of the family ; five by the pol ice 
at the families' direction and t1•ro by friends. The other three 
returned with members of their families. The five returned by 
the police regard the hospit al vlith hostility and fear. 
They call the hospital "dungeon" or "prison" , although 
none claim to have been hurt or molested t here. The two patients 
who returned i'rith their friends did so under terms that could be 
considered misrepresentati0n . These patients, one Hebephrenic 
and one Paranoid, were made to beleive th~ were going to visit 
friends. They \vere taken instead t o the hospital. They too, 
had qualms about their return because to them i t strengthened 
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the fear of their mental illness. The other three patients 
indicated their readiness to return to the hospital because 
they felt the need for further care. 
These patients professed preference for the hospital routine 
and attention. They viewed it as a sanctua~J . These three patients, 
case numbers tvm, five and one -...rere Catatonic , Paranoid and Chronic 
Undifferentiated respectively. 
The average length of the onset of illness was ten years for 
these patients. Only two out of nine patients were gainfully 
employed for more than six months during the past five years . One 
patient ~·lho was married did not seek employment. The families had 
assumed financial care and none of the patient's salaries were vital 
to the family income. 
For a period of at least two years prior to hospitalization 
the ten patients 'l•rere 1>rithdravm from social contact other than 
that brought into the homes. Their social relationships outside 
the family circle -...rere characterized by lassitude to initiate 
contacts but pleasantness after they were made. These contacts 
were of short duration as the patients made no effort to prolong 
them. In direct opposition, the patients were reported as argu-
mentative and socially disagreeable to their families. 
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Six of the informants felt that the patients regarded them 
as responsible for hospitalization. These patients were case 
numbers three, four, six, seven, eight and nine. The hostility 
of the patients toward the frunily members during trial visit 
mas attributed then to this fact. All of the informants related 
almost continuous aggressive and hostile behavior on the part 
of the patient. Family relationships, on the "rhole, vrere described 
as strained. The informants recognised this situation as being 
caused by tvro major factors: the patinnts' usual behavior and 
personality and their mm fear of the patient and his illness. 
Community censure and condemnation vrere also considered 
instrumental in creating an atmosphere of tension >rithin the 
family but -vmre not thought to be of as great importance. 
Three informants reported neighbors' shunning contact 
follmving the return home of pat ients. Four informants told of 
patients' complaints that people rnade "fun" of them. Each of the 
ten informants voiced uncertainty and apprehension about the 
patients. They felt they 1-rere never able to be comfortable 
because of 1vhat they feared the patient roight do. Fear of physical 
violence was prevalent. The informants felt they could not trust 
the patients to do or say the proper thing . Hence, everyone ''ras 
continually on guard against a mishap. Only three of the ten 
patients vrere encouraged to seek jobs. The others vrere considered 
by their families to be still too sick to compete in community 
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-w-orking and livi_ng . Five of tb..e patients ~v-ere not allow·ed out of 
t heir homes alone because the :...amilies feared that they vToul d act 
i mproperly. These informan.ts stated they 1-rould not ~orant the 
cmmnu..n.ity to witness any deviant behavior . Oil~Y three of the 
inform.ants actually stated that they felt ashamed of the pati ent . 
The writer felt shame and apology ware very active elements in 
' 
the attitudes of tre informants. Jl~though three , only , expressed 
shame, all 01. the info:r:ma.n.ts ·told hovJ they attempted to hide the 
period of hospitalization . Three of the patients were supposed to 
have 11 visited relatives; 11 one -vras convalescing f rom an operation. 
Other excuses were similar . 
Two of the informan.ts 1-rho vJere spouses, and one, a si lj_ng , 
expressed some understanding of the dynamics of the patients 1 illness . 
The remaj_n.ing seven infonnants i ndicated no understan.ding of , or 
insight int o the motivation and meaning of the patient 1s behaviOl~ . 
_ common concept of the patient ivas that he was sel fish or spoiled. 
Several of the informants said that the~,r h ad no idea of vba t the 
patient could possibly be seeking . Each of the infonnants regarded 
patient behavior as primarily a conscious an.d pl anned thing . Each 
felt that the patient could cor1form if he so desired. Thi s i'Tas 
t rue even of the thr.ee mentioned above v.mo verbalized understanding 
of past events in the lives of t.l-J.e patients but vrho could not accept 
the current behavior . One father 1v-as adamant in his belief that there 
uas not_ing "t>Ironz 1·1i th his son that a ~ood job could not m r8 . 
Also the informants sta ·t;ed tha th e pati ents 1 b ehav-:Lor du_ i D_g fue 
t rial visit 1.ras not so mm_sual but it 1vas a d.isappointrren t to 
them. They could see l i ttle 1.:?. sti..ng improvement in t..l-l e patients 
and the behavior Has a repeti t i on o.f that which had caused 
hospitali za tion . 'l'he famil i es were disappoi~'1ted because in the 
bee;i nning they ha c.l. h oped for a speed;y and complete cur e . The 
~eneral atti tude at the t:Lm.e of r et urn 1vas that t here Hould never 
be a cha nge i n the pati ents . l"'os t of the f amilies found t hemselves 
less pati ent -vrith the deviant behavi or of the pat ient and more 
:li. l ling .lor an ear ly ret ur n than they had been for initi al 
admiss ion . All of the i nformants exp r e s sed ih e desire to have 
the patient s r et urn to thei r homes f or a:no ther trial visit. 
Honever , onl y , tl1ey sto.ted, i f the doc tor coul d assure them that 
the pati ent uas consi derably i..rnproved and 1;-mu~d be abl.e to adj ust 
more adequatel y . 
~ro of the i..nformants expr es sed dissa tis faction 1•rith the 
hospi t al staff and aclm.i D..istr ation . It 1v-as the general feeling of 
all that a l though the pat i ent s were t r eated well there was not 
suffi cient ind.ivi dl.al attention either to patient or to f amily . 
The over all a ttitude on the part of the f amilies was that this 
hospita l 1.ras acceptable, bu.t coul d t he te chniques pr actice d her e 
ever be success ful and coul d a cure f or ment al illness ever b e 
e f f ec t ed? 
Each of the informants expressed e>.n ignoranc e of the goal 
of the doctors in the ir dealing with the patients . 1.-'Jh ere medication 
or organic therapy was being given , the in.formants felt something 
-vras being done to help t h e patients . I f the p at ient was receivinr:; 
neither of these, t he family tended to regard the hospitalization 
as i neffectual. 
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CHAPTER. VI 
OOCIAL SERVICE 
The Social Service Department at the hospital is r esponsible 
f or service to the entire population at the hospital, >vhich totals 
approximately thirty-four hundred. There are six social workers, 
includi ng the Director of the Department. The social worker t s most 
important function is obtaining psychiatric case histories. Staff 
members average thirty-five histories weekl y . Social service is 
available to any pat ient who personally askes for service directly 
f r om the social >vorker. She is responsible f or referrals from 
physicians requesting additional information about patients. The 
social \-rorker is responsible for obtaining ani providing abstracts, 
sUITLrnaries or general information. These are a fe1v of the social 
vmrkert s functions. The social worker carries the responsibility 
for a case on >vhich she has taken a history. Hence, the caseload 
increases to as many as 250 new cases in a year's time. The patients 
are not contacted by the social worker unless some specific need 
arises. That is, a relative may request a package be delivered ; 
a paper may require a signature; an attendent or medical doctor 
request personal contact for the patient with the social worker, etc. 
I t is not required that the >vorker personally see each patient . 
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To aid in preparation of patient and family for trial visit 
is not a function of the social •·mrker uriless the physician requests 
social service participation or the 1.vorker interjects herself into 
t he situation. This may happen where the vwrker knm.vs the pat ient 
or is aware of some special problem. Then the participation is 
continued only if the physician approves. There is no social service 
contact during the trial visit. I n the majority of the cases, the 
social worker is not al1'are of an impendi ng trial visit. The social 
"rorker is not informed of a patient's return unless the physician 
requests an interval history or she happens upon the information 
independently . 
In the ten cases selected for this study there "ms no social 
service participation beyond the taking of the psychiatric history. 
This means t hat the one famil y member who acted as infoiL'm3.nt had a 
one and a half hour appointment with a social 1•rorker approximately 
a "reek following the admission of the patient. The informants 
interviewed for this study stated that they had only short contact 
with the physicians during the hospitalization of the patients. All 
of the informants said they had contacted attendants for information 
about the patients. 
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Only bm of the ten informants interview·ed had any a1-vareness 
of social work function. One had known a Public Assistance 1<10-t'ker 
and another had inquired of friends about the duties of social 
•-rorkers. Hmvever, they thought that social 1-vorkers give people money 
and prevent children from being exploited. The other eight had 
contact <·lith social service only at the time of the history taking . 
They had heard vaguel y of people who " helped" others . Not one of 
the ten people had the conception that social workers can supply 
emotional support or clarification of problems to those in difficulty . 
Ttvo of the informants th01~ht that the intervie1.v 1rith this writer 
vmuld assure the return of the patient to the home. One of these 
t~rro thought the writer could i nstruct the doctor to release the 
patient. One informant thought the writer could find a person to 
watch the patient and so assure the good behavior of the patient. 
Not one of these people had ever thought of contacting the social 
worker 1vho had taken the social history. The impression the 1·rriter 
gained from the informants was that th~J had m~ny questions and 
desires concerning the patients but they did not knm•r •vhom to 
approach. There •vas an element of a•ve in their general attitude 
concerning the hospital personnel . 
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CHAPTER VII 
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS and RECOf.11-1ENDATIONS 
The purpose of this study Has to obtain a greater compre-
hension of ho\<lr social factors contribute to the return of patients 
•v-ho have been on trial visit from mmental hospital. It 1vas also 
hoped that some suggestions could be li~de that might improve the 
social situations vmich help bring the patients back to the hospital. 
The study primarily attempted to investigat;e and evaluate 
attitudes and expectations of the familes as ''rell as other social 
factors 1~ich contributed to the general environment. Learning 
the extent of social service contact and the families' knmvledge of 
social work functions were also aims of this study. 
The extent to which any one social factor contributes to the 
pat ients' mental illness and to his consequent return to the hospital 
is difficult to determine. It is noted, hm-vever, that factors in 
early life seemed to play a most significant role in those cases 
diagnos.ed as being schizophrenic disorders. Fear of people and 
fear of new situations cause individuals of this type to be seclus-
i ve and they, theyfore, have greater-difficulty in adjusting. Thus, 
situations that created i.rnpairment in personality developem.ant 
during the formative years of life 1vere social factors that may be 
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assumed t o have been of significance in the cases of the patients 
under study, although it was not possible to analyse these factors 
within the limits of this study . Narital problems and work diffi-
culties are frequently related to the patient ' s illness. However, 
they are contributing factors to his repeated breakdovms vmich are 
often precipitated by hin1. Economic hardships and stress di d not 
appear to play too significant a role in these cases. Lack of 
sufficient, wholesome recreation and leisure time activities di d 
enter into t he picture . 
A lack of real understanding of the patient's illness and 
needs by members of the frunil y and pressures created by the f amil y 
and patient to have the patient granted a trial visit vlere some of 
the factors which were more directly responsible in bringing the 
patient back to the hospital. It seemed that one of the most 
significant factors was the fear and apprehension the frunilies felt 
of the patients. The ~vords, "I ~vas afraid of vmat he might do" , 
we r e repeated many times in each intervimv. Several of the in~orm­
ants felt safe once again when the patient was returned . Because of 
the frunilies' fear and apprehension, the pat:ie nts were v-rat ched and 
guarded . This coul d not help but create an atmosphere of tension 
and suspicion which ~vould aggravate the mental and emotional con-
dition of the patients. Informants described patient behavior as 
"mean" or nhuffy" . Hany of them e:xpressed the opinion that t he 
patients 1-rere j ust too ill tempered, and ''rere int entionally difficult 
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to live 1rith. It di d not see:tn to occur to them that the patients 
1vere unhappy people and 1vere constantly seeking situations more to 
their pleasure. Several informants raised the question of the 
patient ' s having a grudge against them that would lead them to an-
tagonistic behavior. l•fany thought the patients' seclusiveness l•ras 
the result of sh:Jmess or shame and so the patients i'rere coaxe . and 
urged into social situations until the families became disgusted 
1rith their lack of cooperation. 
A lack of sufficient planning both 1rith the patients and the 
f amilies is yet another factor that appears to play a major role in 
( 
the inability of the patient to adjust satisfactorily. A return 
to the same · sit uation 1vhich influenced the mental condition is not 
rehabilitating . Added to an old, unsolved fa~ily relationship to 
create a more tangled situation and one more difficult to help is 
the element of guilt. The informants expressed guilt feelings about 
the patients. Speculation as to the significance of such actions 
as not insisting that the patient finish school or take a certain 
job uas common. There lvas none on a deeper level than this. 
The hospital <vas viewed by most of the patients in either 
a passive or hostile manner. One patient was reported to have felt 
that he received active benefit from it. It was more often assumed 
by the families that the pat-i:t:ints regarded the hospital as an unjust 
punishment. In general, the families regarded the hospital as 
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primarily a place to house the patients during the attack of illness. 
They lacked knovledge and understanding of the intangible aspects 
of treatment. They questioned the gains of such things as occupa-
tional therapy. Because the patient was not without sign of mental 
stress and not able to participate in living according to the family,~ s 
standards, the hospitalization was considered unsuccessful. 
An attitude of shame for the patients was noticeable. 
Informants stated they invented all types of situations to cover 
the patient's absence from home. 1·fany l•rould not allow the patients 
to speak of the hospital while they I>Tere home because to discuss it 
1..rould only make the illness greater. 
The social situations that contibuted to a patient's early 
return from a trial visit period appeared to be similar to those 
that contributed to the original hospital admission of the patient. 
The attitudes of both family and patient were also sLmilar. The 
acknowledgement of the need for the patient to be hospitalized was 
an additional and telling burden. 
The •·rriter offers the follo"Ting reconrrnendations as to 
ways in which social service can be of greater assistance in 
alleviating situations 1..ffiich precipitate hospital returns . It is 
understood that these "rould entail administrative action, add~tional 
social service staff and a greater scope of activity for that staff. 
1. Hare extensive >rork with the patients in the hospital 
vrith particular emphasis in the period prior to the trial visit. 
The 1v.riter acknoweledges that not every patient is amenable to 
psychiatric casework help. Hm~ever, it is possible to help each 
patient better plan his life outside the hoep ital. 
2. Continued contact beyond the history intervie1"i" 1.ri th 
those families that indicate need for help in understanding and 
accepting the patient's illness. This could be done at the 
discretion of the staff member or the physician. Families could 
also be referred to other suitable social agencies for continued 
casework assistance. 
3. Contact with the family prior to the beginning of a 
trial visit. Planning should be a joint effort vdth staff and 
family and patient. 
4. Continued close contact and needed supervision after 
the patient leaves the hospital. Such contact could diminish 
as ad.justment takes place. This ·contact could also be U-Ddertaken 
be another agency if it appeared more suitable. 
5. Casevrork services available to both family and patient 
when a patient is returned to the hospital. 
____ .,. ~­
- --
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APPENDDC B 
I NTERVI EW GUIDE 
A. Patient and his behavior on trial visit 
1. Condition on release and reason for trial visit 
2. Behavior as described by family 
3. Att i tude toi'rard hospital 
4. Onset of illness 
5. \fork history 
6. Social relationships outside of family . 
B. Family 
1. Patient ' s relationship to family members 
2. Family 's attitude tmvard illness in general 
J . Family's attitude to1trard behavior on trial visit 
4· Fami l y' s at titude toward the hospital 
5. Family 's attitude tmvard future return 
6. Financial conditions 
C. Social Service 
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APPENDIX C 
APFO ll'JTl·1El'JT LETTER 
Dear -------------------
11iss Taylor of our Social Service Department ovould like 
to discuss -..rith you further aspects of your ______ ....:ill-
ness. An appointment has been made for you on. _______ _ 
at am/pm. 
If you are unable to keep this appointment, please 
notify the Social Service Department. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this matter. 
Sincerely yours, 
Superintendent 
:..-==:::--:::::_._ -=----~- --
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